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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
f
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Everyone will agree that one of the most important aims
of education is to equip a child with the skill to express
himself adequately, whether it be written or orally. For many
years children were assigned dull topics for subjects of
composition by teachers who failed to recognize children as
individuals with definite likes and dislikes. Today consider-
able progress has been made to recognize interests as definite
aids to learning, but much re?nalns to be done.
Statement of the problem . The purpose of this investiga-
tion is to determine the written composition interests of
children in grades five and six suggested by five language
series. The writer wishes to discover the answers to the
following questions;
(1) What topics do pupils in grades five and six prefer
to write about?
(2) What types of compositions have the most appeal for
pupils in grades five and six?
(3) Do boys and girls share the same written interests?
If not, how do they differ?
(4) Do pupils in grade five share the same written
interests as the pupils in grade six? If not, how do they
differ?

Importance of the study . Educators and teachers agree
that English composition is the most inadequately taught
subject in the curricul\:im« Teachers are still wondering what
interests are most appealing to children as topics for written
compositions and what methods are most desirable to adopt. If
considerable progress is expected in written composition, more
research is needed to aid curriculum makers and writers of
te:ctbooks. Bettsi/ states: "There have been few comprehensive
studies in English, equivalent to Horn's and Thorndike's in
other fields, which afford a basis or departing point for
fragmentary and isolated researches. There is a preponderance
of data on the mechanical phases and too little on the
inaccessible; i.e. the imaginative, the creative, and composi-
tion patterns. There is still great need for development of
research techniques in this field."
McKee^ writes; "It is regretted that only meager data
are available on written and oral composition except in the
case of certain common technical matters. At the present time
the school's program in composition is in rather a chaotic
state •"
\/ Betts, Emmett, "A Critical Summary of Selective Research
in Elementary English", Elementary English Review , 11.
189-169 September 1934. pp 189.
2/ McKee, Paul, Language in the Elementary School , Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1939. pp 79.
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Dawson-i^ after analyzing six sixth grade texts, concluded
that curriculum makers are still undecided as to what materials
to Inclvide, what progressive tendencies to emphasize, and how
to care for individual and local interests.
Students, in the field of research, have studied the
problem of written composition from various angles and have
contributed some helpful suggestions to alleviate this un-
desirable condition. Since interest is the essence of written
composition, let us find out what it is. Dewey-^ says: "In
behalf of interest it is claimed that it is the sole guarantee
of attention; if we can secure interest in a given set of facts
or ideas, we may be perfectly sure that the pupil will direct
his energies toward mastering them; if we can secure interest
in a certain moral train or line of conduct, we are equally
safe in assuming that the child's activities are responding in
that direction; if we have not secured interest, we have no
safeguard as to what will be done in any given case."
Education has advanced sufficiently now to realize that
appealing to children's interests is a step in the right
direction. Various studies dealing with written composition
and reading preferences have been made to direct writers of
textbooks and curriculum makers. The '.Tritsr will review some
of the research results in Chapter II.
1/ Dawson, Mildred A., "A Study of Six Sixth Grade Texts,"
Elementary English Review
,
13:94, March 1937.
2/ Dewey, John, Interest and Effort in Education , Boston;
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1913. pp 1.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED FINDINGS

CHAPTER II
RELATED FINDINGS
Children do not like all activities to which they are
exposed in the public schools today. The following investi-
gations prove that written composition Is not a popular
activity with them.
Investigations relat inp; to the types of ass ignments
children prefer . Stewart^/ investigated the types of
assignments preferred by children in grades four, five, and
six and concluded that drawing, constructing, use of multiple
texts, group participation and self-direction are preferred
likes while reading, writing, and talking are the least
preferred-
Lyons—'^ made a study of children's preferences for
different types of reading assignments and found that writing
was the least popular activity relating to their reading
assignments. The order of interest according to her study was
excursion, no activity, constructing, entertaining, talking,
and writing.
1/ Stewart, D. H., "Children's Preferences in Types of
Assignments," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, School of Education, 1945. pp 76.
2/ Lyons, C. L., "An Evaluation of the Relative Appeal of
Reading Interests," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston
University, School of Education, 1943. pp 45.
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McDonald
,
experimenting with 250 jiinior high school
pupils, determined that the order of preference for written
composition assignments was as follows: (1) letter,
(2) outline, (3) paragraph, (4) play, (5) report, and
(6) article. There were no statistical differences between
boys and girls In their preferences for written assignments.
Friendly letters with personal experiences rated the highest
in preference, while the business letter was the least
preferred.
If this negative attitude toward writing exists,
educators must deal with it constructively. It has been
suggested that children's interests provide an excellent basis
for teaching written composition.
Invest igat ions relat ing to children ' s written composition
interests . Coleman^ made an investigation to find out what
boys and girls in junior and senior high school prefer to
write about. The topics which he found commonly liked by all
pupils were as follows: travel, adventure, outdoor activities,
ethics, athletics, personal experiences, literature, sympathy,
animals, home life, pupil employment, leisure activities,
current events, famous- people, and getting rich. The topics
1/ McDonald, Catherine B. J., "Student Preferences in Written
Composition Assignments in the Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth
Grades," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University,
1945. pp 33-34.
2/ Coleman, J. H., Written Composition Interests of Junior and
Senior High Pupils, New York City: Contributions to
Education, Number 494, Bureau of Publications, Teachers'
College, Columbia University, 1931. pp 60.
€
which he found commonly disliked hy pupils in all grades were
as follows: sentiment, children, health, handwork, social
problems, science, fairy tales, civics, proverbs, art, winning
prizes, machines, modern Industries, music, and people.
Learyi/ made a study of free compositions of children
ages eight through thirteen and found the following interests
prevalent: personal experiences, including play, lessons out-
side of school, camping, and creative expression; hobbies and
clubs; pets; nature; religious affiliations; reading of fiction
and non-fiction; sports, both individual and group; science,
radio; current events; travel; school activities; and a mis-
cellaneous group of scattered interests. The highest five
classifications of the entire group were as follows: reading,
sports, hobbies and clubs, pets and play. The lowest five
were as follows: camping, religious affiliations, earning
money, radio, and school activities.
Wilcox-^ investigated the composition preferences of boys
and girls in the ninth grade. He concluded that boys were
partial to the following interests: sports and outdoor
activities, travel and adventure, radio and movies, flying and
airplanes, honor and fair play, and health. The interests
least preferred by boys were as follows: political happenings
\/ Leary, Genevieve, "Free Compositions as an Aid to the
Teacher in Child Guidance," Journal of Experimental
Education. Vol. 5, 1936-1937. pp 26,
2/ Wilcox, Glenn W., "Student Preferences for Written Composi-
tion Topics and Assignments," Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Boston University, School of Education, 1947. pp 31.
4.
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and events, folk lore, war, crime, and literature. The
interests which had the greatest appeal for girls were as
follows: success and pleasure, friends and friendship, radio
programs and personalities, movies and movie stars, sports and
outdoor activities, travel and adventure, dances and dancing,
cooking, honor and fair play, and self-improvement . The
interests least preferred by girls were as follows : war and
implements of war, mechanics and industry, politics and
political happenings, science and scientific advancement,
frontier life, and history.
Since reading interests are so closely allied to written
composition interests, the student will review a few.
Invest igat ions relating to children' s reading interests .
Jordan^ investigated the types of reading material preferred
by children whose ages ranged from nine through thirteen. His
questionnaire revealed that children preferred the following
types of books in this order: fiction, adventure, biography,
history, poetry, science, travel, information, humor, mis-
cellaneous, and no choice. The types of magazines selected
were in this order: adult fiction, juvenile fiction, adventure
nature, pictures, woman's arts, science, current events, humor,
miscellaneous, and no choice. The boys showed a definite
preference for books and magazines dealing with adventure,
scientific subjects, and fiction while the girls chose those
\/ Jordan, Arthur M. , "Children' s Interests in Reading," New
York: Teachers College, Columbia University, Contributions
to Education, No. 107, 1921. pp 58-91.
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relating to fiction, woman's arts and adventure.
Lazar—/ investigated the reading interests of bright,
average, and dull children. The five kinds of books preferred
by boys in various intelligence groups were liked in the
following order; bright boys—adventure, mystery, detective,
science and history; average boys—mystery, adventure, detec-
tive, history, and invention; dull boys--mystery
,
detective,
adventure, history, and nature and animals. The five kinds
of books preferred by girls were liked in the following order
j
bright girls --mystery, adventure, fairy tales, novels, and
home and school; average girls --mystery, fairy tales, adven-
ture, home and school, and history; dull girls—fairy tales,
mystery, adventure, and home and school.
It has been suggested that written compositions can be
better taught by using different procedures to stimulate
thought. The following studies prove that the diverse pro-
cedures are effective.
Studies concerning results of two procedures used in
written compos it ion . Nicholson2/ conducted an experiment with
high school pupils using two types of assignments: the topic
and the situation assignment. He found that the situation
_l/ Lazar, May, Reading Interests, Activities and Opportunities
of Bright, Average, and Dull Children , New York: Teachers
College, Columbia University, Contributions to Education,
No. 707, Bureau of Publications, 1937. pp 56-57.
2/ Nicholson, 0. H., "Experimental Evaluation of the Results
Obtained by Two Types of Composition Assignments,"
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of
Education, 1939. pp 27.

assignment was superior to the topic assignment because it
produced more words and more ideas in the papers which he
analyzed. He advocates the use of the situation assignment
when ideas are lacking because it stimulates and directs the
imagination effectively.
Hazelriggl/ experimented with two diverse procedures in
teaching English composition to high school pupils. One groijp
was rather formal in which pupils v/ere assigned topics and
required to copy their corrected compositions; the other was
informal in which pupils were permitted to write anything they
wished and were given individual instructions according to
their needs. The results of this experim.ent showed that the
informal groi^) made bb^jo feuex errors, wrote more words and
profited more quickly by individual instruction.
Summary — A review of the research on the problem
indicates the following: (l) children in grades four, five,
and six found writing the least popular form of activity;
(2) children's interests in written composition and reading
are closely related; and (3) children respond better to the
informal method of teaching written composition than to the
form.al
.
1/ Hazelrigg, "An Experiment in Teaching Comioosition, "
English Journal, Hi^h School Edition ^ No. "22, May 1933.
pp 490.
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CHAPTER III
PLAN OF INVESTIGATION
A plan for determining children's written composition
interests was based on the following steps: (l) selecting five
popular language series in grades five and six, (s) listing
the topics suggested from the five most popular language
series, (3) classifying the textbook topics according to
interests, (4) indexing interests and topics, (5) reclassifying
the topics according to types of compositions, (6) charting the
topics to be included in the questionnaire according to various
types, (7) selecting the topics for the final draft of the
questionnaire, (8) and constructing the four forms (A, B, C,
and D) of the questionnaire. The steps mentioned above will
be explained under each heading.
I . Selsctinp; five popular languag:e s er i e
s
in grades five
and six. Letters were written to the following publishing
companies: Houghton Mifflin and Company, Ginn and Company,
The Maomillan Company, and D. C. Heath and Company, for the
purpose of investigating the five leading language series for
grades five and six on the market today. After making a
popularity count of each series, the writer selected the
following texts:
t
Author Series Title Publisher
Bair
Greene
Johnson
McEee
Tressler
Step by Step in English
Building Better English
Our Language
Language for Meaning
English in Action
Macmillan
Row, Peterson
Ginn
Houghton Mifflin
D. C. Heath
II. Listing the topics suggested by the five most
popular language series on the market today according to the
consisted of two books for grades five and six making ten books
in all. Each book was thoroughly analyzed for written compos-
ition suggestions. The writer listed 649 topics that could
be used for written compositions.
III. Class ifying the textbook topics according to implied
interests . Each topic was analyzed and listed according to
fifty-seven interests which were suggested to and selected by
the student. An example of this would be: "A Strange Nest"
which was classified under "Birds". Each suggested topic was
tabulated under each main interest to determine the popularity
of the given Interest. A list of main interests with their
frequency coimt may be found on page of the appendix.
IV. Indexing interests with topics under each . Since
there were 649 topics incliiding fifty-seven interests derived
from these topics, a card catalog containing the data was
devised for reference.
V. Reclassifying the topics according to types of
compositions , After studying the topics in the card catalog,
it was decided that since so many topics were similar in type
reports of four publishing companies . Esch series selected

of composition, a further classification was planned. The
following classification was arran(3;ed by the investigator:
(1) personal experiences, (2) emotionalized titles,
(3) imaginary situations, (4) humorous situations, (6) making
and doing things, and i&) look up and tell items. These five
types of compositions were to be the controlling factors in
making the final selection of topics.
VI. Chart ing the topics to be included in the question-
naire . A large chart, consisting of the five types of com-
positions, thirty outstanding interests, and topics which
embodied the two classifications, was devised by the investi-
gator. This chart served to exclude unrelated topics and
retain only those which were to be used in the final selection
of the questionnaire. A cross section of this chart may be
found on page 67 of the appendix.
VII. Selecting of topics for final draft of the question-
naire . The experimenter, in selecting the 100 topics which
were to be used in the final draft of the questionnaire, made
certain that an equal number of topics for each type of com-
position was chosen. There was an unequal distribution of
topics under each type of composition. For this reason, in
some cases, the experimenter had to improvise topics where
they were lacking in various types of compositions; i.e., the
insufficient number of humorous or imaginary situations
warranted the above mentioned improvisation.
IX, Construct ing the four forms (A, B, C, and D) of the

questionnaire . For the sake of facilitating the administration
of the tests, four forms (A, B, C, and D) were devised. Each
form consisted of twenty-four topics and one type of letter;
i.e., a business or friendly letter at the end of each form.
The topics were arranged in the following order throughout
the entire questionnaire: a personal experience, an emotional-
ized title, a humorous situation, a look-up and tell item,
and a making and doing things item. A chart showing Form A
arranged according to interest and type of composition may be
found on page 63 of the appendix.
The following three topics were repeated: (1) If I Had
a Million Dollars, (2) How to Block Print, and (3) Building
a Bird House. They are marked by ah asterisk on the list of
preferences
•
Limitations
This investigation has certain limitations. Only 91
boys and 94 girls (185 pupils in all) were allowed to check
the questionnaire. Grades five and six of three Pramingham
schools were sampled for this study. No differentiation was
made between pupils of high or low mentality. Their ages
ranged from nine (9) to twelve (12) years. Some of these
childred came from families in the lower socio-economic
group in an Industrial area; others were of the middle class
in our socio-economic group; and a few others came from
privileged homes.
Method of Administering the Questionnaire
The questionnaire (Forms A, B, C, and D) was administered
-13-
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by seven teachers of grades five and six. Uniform directions,
with sample selections, were given before each of the four
sittings, spaced a week apart. There was no time limit,
although ten minutes was set up arbitrarily as the time limit
necessary for the completion of each form. The entire
questionnaire required forty minutes which was found to be
sufficient.
#
c
CHAPTER IV
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CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
The purpose of this st-udy was to determine the written
coinposition interests of pupils in grades five and six
suggested by five language series.
A questionnaire, consisting of 100 topics, arranged
according to six types of compositions, was constructed for
the purpose of this investigation.
The four forms (A, B, C, and D) were administered to 185
pi:5)ils in grades five and six at four different sittings.
The data were analyzed to discover:
1. Pupil preference for written composition topics.
2. Pupil preference for six types of compositions.
3. Sex differences in written composition topics.
4. Pupil preference in types of letter writing.
5. Sex differences in preference for types of letter
writing.

TABLE I
PREFERENCES FOR vTOTTTEN COMPOSITION TOPICS
INDICATED BY 185 PUPILS IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX
-16-
1. A Hallowe'en Joke
2. How I Learned to Swim
3. A Birthday Surprise
4. No More School on Wednesdays
5. -JJ-If I Had a Million Dollars
6. Welcoming New Pupils in Our School
7. Buffalo Bill, the Pony Express Rider
8. My First Experience on Skates
9. *If I Had a Million Dollars
10. How Indians Sent Messages
11. How We Made Ice Cream
12. A Tricky Pony
13. A Trick I Taught My Dog
14 . A Joke on Me
15. Fun I Had With My Family
16. The Funniest Thing That Ever Happened to Me
17. Frightened at the Movies
18. How to Play My Favorite Game
19. A Motion Picture I Liked
20. Monkey Business at the Zoo
21. A Lucky Escape
22. How to Make Candy
23. Our Gang Does a Good Deed
24. A Narrow Escape
25. A Mischievous Pet
26. Caught in the Act
27. My Favorite Hero
28. A Pioneer School
29. Father's Favorite Story
30. Write a letter thanking someone for a gift
31. My Favorite Subject
32. How I Help at Home
33. A Funny Thing That Happened to Me
34. Trips That are Pleasing to Take
35. Ten Minutes in the Air
^
36. How to Make a Soap Carving
37. Fighting a Forest Fire by Airplane
38. Scared by a Monkey
39. Something Interesting That Happened at Home
40. Announce a Hobby Show
41. Meeting the Author of My Favorite Book
42. Chased by a Cow
43. Catching a Playful or Runaway Animal
Percentage
83.36
80.98
79.81
79.75
78.39
78.26
77.88
77.57
76.72
76.78
75.83
75.68
75.30
74.87
72.18
72.07
71.66
71.63
71.63
70.75
69.77
68.70
68.59
67.80
66.81
56.63
66.56
66.45
65.73
65.62
65.59
65.54
65.50
65.28
65.02
64.19
63.28
63.12
63.05
62.41
62.31
61.38
61.24
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How the Leopard Came to Have Spots 61.24
45, Why Beavers Build Dams 61.01
46, Why Cats See in the Dark 60.58
47 • How Sailors Read the Stars 60.58
48. Facing a Wild Animal 59.90
49. 'JVhy the Porcupine has Quills 59.42
50, Making Something Out of Scrap Material 59.35
51. Making Valentines 59 ,03
52. The Fright that Made Me Laugh at Camp 58 .92
53. An Attack by the Indians mile the Railroad
Was Being Built
58 .62
54 Meals on an Airliner 57.87
55. How to Pop Corn 57.84
56. A Cautious Chipmunk 57 .82
57 rtl i Tiff T~» » ^ • _ «r 1Showing My Report Card to My Parents 57.51
58. How Milk is Purified 57,41
59. A Good Game Everyday 57 ,26
60. •{{•Building a Bird House 57, 11
61. Palling in a Puddle 56 .71
62. A Pioneer Singing Game OD . 11
63* What Makes a Rainbow? 55.91
64. A Strange Nest 55.81
65. Write to the Department of Agriculture, 55.67
Washington, D.C., asking for booklets about
birds, plants, insects, hogs, fruits, or
other topics
.
66. Caught in a Trap 55.52
67. How Do Birds Help Us? 55.50
68. An Unexpected Call 55,26
69. Making a Model Airplane 54,51
70. An Important Person Visiting in our Community 54,18
71. Write a letter inviting a friend to a party 54 ,00
72. w-Building a Bird House 53,51
73. How a Football is .\5ade 53,48
74. How to Save Our Trees from Insects 53.33
75. The Wrong Road 53.25
76. How to Make a Model Airplane 53.03
77 • Playground Quarrels 52 .81
78. Something I Cooked 52,71
79. Kinds of Airplanes 52.50
80. What Benjamin Franklin Believed about Thrift 50,97
81. If I Could Be a Pilot 50.77
82 A Forgotten Message 50.48
83. A Banquet for the Birds 49.55
84 ft« TT ^ - Tiff—.T — T ^ 1 TV 3 —. ^-K-How to Make a Block Print 49.10
85 An Embarrassing Mistake 48.84
86. Write a letter to an Insurance Company asking 48.79
for pamphlets about health
87. Pretend you are a character in a book.
Describe yourself.
48.74
88. How to Weave 47.97
89. •5^How to Make a Block Print 47.60
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90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97,
My Last Cent
A Burnt Supper
How to Make a Beadmat
If I Could Be a Bird
When I Made an Unwise Purchase
Getting Sunburned
Canadian Fete of the Big Sheaf
A Conversation Between a Book and a Careless
Reader
A Complaint of a Misused Book
Etching Glass
The Cost of Children's Books
46.49
45.98
45.61
45.39
45.03
44.11
37.91
37.61
98.
99.
100.
35.42
32.10
31.98
Table I shows the preference for written composition
topics indicated by the 91 boys and the 94 girls in grades
five and six. The topics are listed from the largest to the
lowest percentage of choice.
* Represents a repeated topic.
\
TABLE II.
PREFERENCES FOR WRITTEN COMPOSITION TOPICS
INDICATED BY 91 BOYS IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX
List of Topics Percentage
1. How Indians Sent Messages 86.79
2. Buffalo Bill, the Pony Express Rider 85.66
3. No More School on Wednesdays 79.25
4. Welcoming New Pupils in Our School 78.86
5. -Jtlf I Had a Million Dollars 78.76
6. A Tricky Pony 78.20
7. Fighting a Forest Fire by Airplane 76.66
8. A Hallowe'en Joke 75.88
9. A Trick I Taught My Dog 75.47
10. ^:-If I Had a Million Dollars 75,23
11. Facing a Wild Animal 74.60
12. Making a Model Airplane 74.59
13. How I Learned to Swim 74.01
14. How to Make a Model Airplane 72.53
15. Monkey Business at the Zoo 72.07
16. Frightened at the Movies 71.80
17. How We Made Ice Cream 71.79
18. '^y Beavers Build Dams 70.69
19. Our Gang Does a Good Deed 70.34
20. A Birthday Surprise 70.05
21. My First Experience on Skates 70.00
22. Caught in the Act 69.10
23. A Motion Picture I Liked 69.01
24. A Lucky Escape 68.85
25. A Pioneer School 68.73
26. A Narrow Escape ' 68.55
27. If I Could Be a Pilot 68.20
28. How Sailors Read the Stars 68.11
29. A Joke on Me 67.93
30. How to Play My Favorite Game 67.79
31. How a PootlDsll is Made 67.76
32. Ten Minutes in the Air 67.14
33. The Fright that Made Me Laugh at Camp 66.06
34. How to Make Candy 65.72
35. An Attack hy the Indians ^^/hlle the Railroad 65.16
Was Being Built
56. My Favorite Hero 65.14
37. The Funniest Thing that Happened to Me at Camp 65.08
38. How the Leopard Came to Have Spots 64.46
39. Chased by a Cow 63.67
40. Catching a Playful or Runaway Animal 63.53
41. Fun I Had With My Family 63.27
42. My Mischievous Pet 63.26
Tr (S
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43. How to Make a Soap Carving 62.65
44. ^Nhj the Porcupine Has Quills 62.27
46. Why Cats See in the Lark 62.06
46. Scared by a Monkey 61.25
47. Kinds of Airplanes 60.80
48. Announce a Hobby Show 60.72
49. -K-Building a Bird House 60.46
50. A Funny Thing that Happened to Me at Home 59.53
51. Making Something Out of Scrap Material 59.45
52. A Cautious Chipmunk 59.07
53. Father's Favorite Story 67.92
54. My Favorite Sub.i'ect 57.79
. 55. How to save Our Trees from Insects 57.51
66. Trips that are Pleasant to Take 57.21
67. A Pioneer Singing Game 57.01
58. Write a letter thanking someone for a gift 56.26
59. How Milk is Purified 56.11
60. Caught in a Trap 55.11
61. Something Interesting that Happened to Me 54.40
at Home
62. How Do Birds Help Us? 53.78
63. What Makes a Rainbow 53.30
64. A Good Game Everyday 53.21
65. Write to the Dept. of Agriculture, Washington 53.19
D.C., asking for booklets about birds, plants,
insects, hogs, fruits, or other topics.
66. Meals on an Airliner 53.16
67. How I Help at Home 52.93
68. How to Pop Corn 52.41
69. Playground Quarrels 52.27
70. Showing My Report Card to My Parents 52.26
71. Meeting the Author of My Favorite Book 52.26
72. Write a Letter to a life insurance co. asking 50.31
for pamphlets on health.
73. ^Building a Bird House 49.67
74. A Strange Nest 49.53
75. A Forgotten Message 49.43
76. m&t Benjamin Franklin Believed About Thrift 49.07
77. ^tHow to Make a Block Print 48.42
78. If I Could Be a Bird 48.39
79. An Embarrassing Mistake 47.05
80. The Wronn- Road 46.33
81. Falling in a Puddle 45.53
82. An Important Person Visiting in Our Community 45.26
83. Getting Sunburned 44.77
84. 4S-H0W to Make a Block Print 44.63
85. How to Make a Eeadmat 44.06
86. Pretend you are a character in a book. 43.40
Describe yourself.
87. Making Valentines 42.01
88. Write^a letter inviting a friend to a party 41.32
89. A Burnt SuDper 41.24
90. My Last Cent 41.07
r
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91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
An Unexpected Call
Canadian Fete of the Big Sheaf
A Banquet for the Birds
When I Made an Unwise Purchase
A Conversation Between a Book and a Careless
Reader
Something I Cooked
Etching Glass
How to Weave
A Complaint from a Misused Book
The Cost of Children's Books
40.78
40.39
40.23
39.53
38.59
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
36.15
33.47
33.39
28.47
25.23
Table II shows the preferences for written composition
topics as indicated by the 91 boys in grades five and six.
The topics are listed from the largest to the lowest percentage
of choice.
* Represents a repeated topic.
c I*
TABLE III
PREFERENCES FOR \VRITTEN COMPOSITION TOPICS
INDICATED BY 94 GIRLS IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX
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List of Topics Percentage
1. A Hallowe'en Joke 90.84
2. A Birthday Surprise 89.25
3. How I Learned to Swim 87.74
4. My First Experience on Skates 85.15
5. A Joke on Me 81.58
6. Fun I Had With My Family 80.82
7. No More School on Wednesdays 80.25
8. How We Made Ice Cream 79.74
9. The Funniest Thing That Happened to Me at Camp 78.69
10. Jtif I Had a Million Dollars 78.21
11. -x-If I Had a Million Dollars 78.05
12. How I Help at Home 77.94
13. Welcoming New Pupils in Our School 77.69
14. Making Valentines 75.51
15. How to Play My Favorite Game 75.35
16. A Trick I Taught My Dog 75.14
17. Write a letter thanking someone for a gift 74.68
18. A Motion Picture I Liked 74.12
19. Trips that are Pleasant to Take 73.36
20. A Tricky Pony 73.24
21. My Favorite Subject 73.15
22. Father's Favorite Story 73.12
23. Scared by a Monkey 72.36
24. Meeting the Author of My Favorite Book 72.36
25. How to Make Candy 71.58
26. Frightened at the Movies 71.53
27. A Funny Thing that Happened to Me at Home 71.47
28. Something Interesting that Happened to Me at 71.40
Home
29. A Lucky Escape 70.53
30. Buffalo Bill, the Pony Express Rider 70.35
31. My Mischievous Pet 70.25
32. An Unexpected Call 69.73
33. Monkey Business at the Zoo 69.51
34. Something I Cooked 68.38
35. My Favorite Hero 67.94
36. Falling in a Puddle 67.52
37. A Narrow Escape 67.05
38. Our Gang Does a Good Deed 66.84
39. Write a letter inviting a friend to a party 66.68
40. How Indians Sent Messages 65.92
41. How to Make a Soap Carving 65.73
42. A Pioneer School 64.24
43. Caught in the Act 64.15
t
List of ToDics Perc ent aff
e
X WX V.'WXXl./ fcX pt^ \^
44 . 64 - 05
How t n Pon Oofn 64 .05
46
.
Ten M 1 nut f»s 'tn tlie Air* 62 .96
47- An TirmnT't' flni". PpTSon Vi 1 1" 1 ncr In Dim nr>mnmn 1 t"vXIX i J-Xii^V^X l/CLXXL> X^XOV-^Xl VXOJ.ly XxXpC X 11 iXX \J WXlUxi L>XxX X w V 62.81W^ • ^ aX
Aft . ^Vi 1 n CP R A nr^ T>1" Pq t»/^ + o Mv P c r'ftn + eiOxiv/wxii^ iVij^ xvo^vjx ij '^o.lvJl u vj •»*ijr -t tlx tJii U O fi? fin
4Q . Mpfllci on fin AlnllnAT* 62-3?
62-07
51 A St fan CP Neat 61.76W ak • f W
52 . V> WV-X V-i C*- ill V> X-l V n5 X V VX Ci. V 61.31
53. Catf'lilnff a Plsvful or Runawav Animal 60.07
54 . The Wronff Road 59. 94
55. Makins: Sometliine Out of ScraD Material 59.25
56 Whv Cats See in the Dark 59.15
57. Chased bv a Cow 59.10
5R How Milk 1q Purified 58.67
59. A Rflnnufit Tot RiTda 58.38
60. i ' XXA K/ 11' CL ZV^ w CI J. tCL k/ «» 58.38
61. How the Leoofird Came to Have Soots 58.12
62. Write to the DeDt • of Agriculture . Washington. 58.07
D.C. . askinff for oamohlets on birds olants
.
ins e r t s^XXw w O
63. K-Buildlne" a Bird House 57.23
64. How Do Birds Heln Us*?XX \J Vf Xi' ^/ X^ J- X VXW X X W wl^^ \J ^ » 57.21
65. Whv the PorcuDine Has Guills 56.67
66. Caught in a Trap 55.91
67 A PlonpftT" Sincrino" frflmfin X X wxx \j \^ XXX XXXk v>i mxxw 55 .25
ii-Rii 1 1 d 1n cr fl R1 T»d Hons a 53-94
69. Pnp'hf^nd vmi flT*ft fi r*hR T'flpt' pt* In fl hook.X X ^ V OXX^ y \J LA. CXO CL V.^XXClXCLV WwX XXi GL w V^XV . 53.91
70 4% WCLUit/X^^UO V^JLX X JylUUllxlV S."^ -4?
71 . P 1 R TTCPn/^imd Qno yr>*» 1 QX Xo- Y e^x VjLlxxtwl Vi^dGLx x C7XC>
72 How Sp lions Ppfid t'.hp S1".nnciXX\^V1 kj & XX^X O XlW^vjI UXXO L/CLX o 5.*^ .05
f o • VVXxCl b JDOIlJClUixXl rX QlliV XJLIl JjOXXCVCiX tXIJUU.l> XXiXXXl/ 7fi
74. XVXJL 1/ U CI OiV (JV L/XiC XXIU XClXXO VVXiXXC uXXC Xlol X XX VjcLU.
Twaes R^lncT Rn 111"
75. •PVip P't»1 0"h1" "hhal" Mfidp \Tp T.fiTicTh pI" Pnmn
76. Mv Last Cpntxvi V Oi V,/ ^X X 51. 73
77. A Porcrotten Messace 51 .40
78. Whv RfifiVftTs Rill Id DfimsII XX V Xm^\J 0 V W X fcJ X^ M X. ^ VX X^M lXw 50.77
79. An Embarrass Inff Mistake4^XX XaJXtl ^/ &X X X CX taJ X.X 1 ^''^ X. \J bX XX^ 50.58
80. if-How to Make a Block Print 50.57
81. When I Made an Lnwise Purchase 50.52
82. A Riinnt Sunnpn 50.47
83. Fighting a Forest Fire by Airplane 50.32
84. "J^How to Make a Block Print 49.78
85. How to Save Our Trees from Insects 48.23
86. Write a letter to a Hfe insurance company 47.36
asking for pamphlets on health
87. How to Make a Beadmat 47.07
88. Facing a Wild Animal 45.21
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Llst of Topics Percentage
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
Getting, Sunburned
If I Could Be a Bird
A Complaint from a Misused Book
How a Football is Made
The Cost of Children's Books
A Conversation Between a Book and a Careless
Reader
Canadian Fete of the Big Sheaf
Making a Model Airplane
Kinds of Airplanes
If I Could Be a Pilot
How to Make a Model Airplane
Etching Glass
43.48
42.49
42.00
39.21
38.38
36.46
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
35.56
35.07
33.94
33.89
33.52
30.81
Table III shows the preference for written composition
topics as indicated by 94 girls in grades five and six. The
topics are listed from the largest to the lowest percentage
of choice.
Represents a repeated topic.
3

TABLE IV
PREFERENCES FOR WRITTEN COMPOSITION TOPICS
INDICATED BY 82 PUPILS IN GRADE FIVE
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List of Topics Percentage
!• How I Learned to Swim 88.65
2. A Hallowe'en Joke 84.51
3. A Tricky Pony 84.29
4. A Birthday Surprise 83.73
5. ^If I Had a Million Dollars 82.00
6. Caught in the Act 80.41
7. How Indians Sent Messages 80.37
8. ^flf I Had a Million Dollars 78.31
9. My First Experience on Skates 76.82
10. How We Made Ice Cream 76.44
11. Buffalo Bill, the Pony Express Rider 75.86
12. A Joke on Me 74.77
13. Pun I Had With My Family 74.13
14. How I Help at Home 72.39
15. Frightened at the Movies 71.67
16. Write a letter thanking someone for a gift 71.54
17. Welcoming New Pupils in Our School 71.50
18. How to Make Candy 70.48
19. My Mischievous Pet 69.40
20. No More School on Wednesdays 69.37
21. Trips That are Pleasant to Take 68.78
22. My Favorite Hero 68.14
23. Monkey Business at the Zoo 68.00
24. How to Play My Favorite Game 67.75
25. A Motion Picture I Liked 67.50
26. Our Gang Does a Good Deed 67.48
27. The Funniest Thing That Happened to Me at Camp 67.00
28. A Trick I Taught My Dog 67.00
29. My Favorite Subject 66.79
30. A Funny Thine- that Happened to Me at Home 65.95
31. How Milk is Purified 65.67
32. Showing My Report Card to My Parents 65.62
33. A Narrow Escape 65.56
34. Father's Favorite Story 65.50
35. The Fright That Made Me Laugh at Camp 65.48
36. Making Valentines 65.21
37. How to Make a Soap Carving 65.02
38. Making Something Out of Scrap Material 64.63
39. A Lucky Escape 64.50
40. How to Pop Corn 64.50
41. A Good Game Everyday 62.82
42. A Pioneer School 62.11
43. Ten Minutes in the Air 62.06
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List 01 Topics Percentage
A A44 • Announce a HoDDy Snow "7 Cbl . /o
A C4o • How the Leopard Ceme to Have Spots
A C4b • How Sailors Read the Stars CO CToy . ol
A r7 wny tne rorcupme nas v-'uiiis CQ A QOO .40
48
.
Catching a Playful or Runaway Animal CO oyiOO. i;4
A r>4y • now a rootbaii is Made art or\or. oO
00» Facing a Wild Animal 57 • 65
51* How to Make a Model Airplane 57 .48
CO A Cautious Chipmunk CI7 r\»7
OO • "K-Building a Bird Rouse CC O/^Ob .yu
v)4 . now Do birds nelp us? CC Q COb .OO
5o • Chased by a Cow Ob .bo
c cCO • '/Vny Gats bee in tne Dark C C T Qob . lb
^•7O f • oomex-ning j-nueresi/ing inai; nappenea x>o Me at/ i^P, 1 "7OD . X /
Home
COOO • Write a letter inviting a friend to a party C C CQoo.bo
c o Wnat Makes a nalnbow? C C CO55. oO
oO • JJ-Bulldlng a Bird House C C CO55 . 50
ol. Fighting a Forest Fire by Airplane c C yl C55.45
62 • Meeting the Author of My Favorite Book C C O >!55.24
63. Kinds of Airplanes C C TO55. 12
o4 . An Attack by the Indians vvnlle the naiiroad C <1 CO54 . 50
was Being Built
65. •*TT J_ Tiff T *1 — 1 T*l * J_*How to Make a Block Print 54 .48
66 When I Made an Unwise Purchase 54 .24
D ^ . railing in a ruddle C/l Ol54 .05
Do • Scared by a Monkey 54 .00
Why Beavers Build Dams cyi OO04 . 00
(\J . now to bave uur irees i rom insects CZ C7Oo . b f
/I. A Pioneer Singing Game CO QA0<c .c4
•70 Playground Quarrels CO QODC . dO
•7 "St ine wrong noaa CO QO0<5 •OO
17 y1r4 . An Unexpected Call CO C T5<c .bo
•7 C An Embarrassing Mistake CO 0»7
'7« ii otrange ftesr CO ono<i • ou
17 rf
I 1 • 11 1 Could Be a riiot C T CO51 .sy
•70
f 0 . Making a Model Airplane CI CO51 • oy
•70
^.-now to friaKe a Block rrmt C T C51 . 50
ou vvriLe to tne Lept. oi Agriculture, wasnington. CO A <700.4 /
D.C., asking for pamphlets on birds, plants.
insects, hogs, fruits, or other topics
Ox • jjribe to an insurance company asKing lor ft y • ou
pamphlets on health
DO
. Something 1 Cooked /I o CO4y • 50
OO. Meals on an Airliner A O CO4y • 50
84. An Important Person Visiting in Our Commiunity 49.48
85. A Forgotten Message 47.07
86. What Benjamin Franklin Believed About Thrift 47.00
87. How to Weave 46.06
88. How to Make a Beadmat 46.00
89. A Banquet for the Birds 46.00
f
T.I of Tr>n1p<! 1 CX ^dll/Cl^C
QD Tf T HmilrS Rp s Rlrrl
vx • rxcbcxiu. J KJKA. eixc 61 V. xicL X et. l< c 1 xil el UUvJxv* rr O . f O
X/CO^yX XL'C Jr vJU.X oCXX .
poll (tV> In Q T't'oti^&iu.^XiL> xii el J X ci^ 4.P fiP
•^R 4-PCO . "x
R ia o o T>
94. My Last Cent 37.29
95. Canadian Fete of the Big Sheaf 35.00
96. A Complaint from a Misused Book 32.00
97. A Burnt Supper 32.00
98. Getting Sunburned 30.18
99. The Cost of Children's Books 28.50
100. Etching Glass 27.50
Table IV shows the preference for written composition
topics as indicated by the 82 pupils in grade five. The
topics are listed from the largest to the lowest percentage
of choice.
* Represents a repeated topic.
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TABLE V
PREFERENCES FOR WRITTEN COMPOS IT ION TOPICS
INDICATED BY 103 PUPILS IN ORADE SIX
List of Topics Percentasce
1. Welcoming New Pupils in Our School 83.75
2. A Hallowe'en Joke 82.63
3. A Trick I Taught My Dog 82.04
4. Buffalo Bill, the Pony^Express Rider
A Tricky Pony
79.46
5. 78.88
6. My First Experience on Skates 78.14
7. A Birthday Surprise 76.72
8. The Funniest Thing That Happened to Me at Camp 76.19
9« *If I Had a Million Dollars 75.47
IQ. •Jj-If I Had a Million Dollars 75.47
11. How We Made Ice Cream 75.36
12. A Motion Picture I Liked 75.00
13. How I Learned to Swim 75.00
14. A Joke on Me 74.95
15. How to Play My Favorite Gam.e 74 .66
16. A Lucky Escape 74 .04
17. Monkey Business at the Zoo 73.00
18. How Indians Sent Messages 72.87
19. Frightened at the Movies 71.66
20. Fun I Had with My Family 70.66
21. Scared by a Monkey 70.06
22. A Pioneer School 69.88
23. A Narrow Escape 69.50
24. Our Gang Does a Good Deed 69.43
25. Fighting a Forest Fire by Airplane 69.40
26. Something Interesting that Happened to
Home
Me at 68.48
27. Meeting the Author of My Favorite Book 67.67
28. Ten Minutes in the Air 67.33
29. How to Make Candy 67.30
30. 'Nhj Beavers Build Dams 66.70
31. Father's Favorite Story 65.92
32. Caught in a Trap 65.60
33. My Favorite Hero 65.33
34. A Funny Thine: that Happened to Me at Home 65.16
35. Chased by a Cow 65.00
36. My Mischievous Pets 64.77
37. Meals on an Airliner 64.67
38. My B'evorite Subject 64.66
39. Catching a Playful or Runaway Animal 64.53
40. Why Cats See in the Dark 64.06
41. How to Make a Soap Carving 63.56
42. Announce a Hobby Show 62.93
-28-
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Llst of Topics
43. Trips that are Pleasant to Take
44. How the Leopard Came to Have Spots
45. An Attack by the Indians lITille the Railroad
was Being Built
46. How Sailors Read the Stars
47. Facing a Y/ild Animal
48. Write a letter thanking someone for a gift
49. How I Help at Home
50. ^JVhy the Porcupine Has Quills
51. Write to the Dept. of Agriculture, Washington
D.C., asking for booklets on birds, plants,
insects, hogs, fruits, or other topics
52. A Strange Nest
53. Palling in a Puddle
54. A Pioneer Singing Geme
55. -K-Buildlng a Bird House
55. A Cautious Chipmunk
57. An Important Person Visiting in Our Community
58. A Burnt Supper
59. An Unexpected Call
60. Making a Model Airplane
61. What Makes a Rainbow
62. Caught in the Act
63. Something I Cooked
64. Making Something Out of Scrap Material
65. Getting Sunburned
66. How Do Birds Help Us?
67. Making Valentines
68. What Benjamin Franklin Believed About Thrift
69. My Last Cent
70. The Fright That Made Me Laugh at Camp
71. The Wrong Road
72. A Forgotten Message
73. A Good Game Everyday
74. How to Save Our Trees from Insects
75. Playground Quarrels
76. Write a letter inviting a friend to a party
77. Pretend you are a character In a book.
Describe yourself.
78. How to Pop Corn
79. A Banquet for the Birds
80. Showing My Report Card to My Parents
81. How Milk is Purified
82. 4i-Building a Bird House
83. Kinds of Airplanes
84. How a Football Is Made
85. If I Could Be a Pilot
86. No More School on Wednesdays
87. How to Make a Model Airplane
88. How to Weave
Percentage
62.63
62.40
61.98
61.61
61.39
60.95
60.35
60.17
59.73
58.92
58.80
58.70
58.42
58.39
57.90
57.34
57.25
56.80
56.24
56.16
55.31
55.18
55.00
54.47
54.20
54.19
53.77
53.75
53.60
53.18
53.06
53.03
52.82
52.73
52.71
52.44
52.44
51.12
50.89
50.86
50.46
50.21
50.13
49.76
49.64
49.49

89. Write to a life insurance company asking for 48,22
pamphlets about health.
90. An Embarrassing Mistake 46.30
91. If I Could Be a Bird 45.94
92. How to Make a Beadmat 45.29
93. -JJ-How to Make a Block Print 45.01
94. ^i-How to Make a Block Print 44.62
95. Canadian Fete of the Big Sheaf 40.27
96. A Complaint from a Misused Book 38.19
97. 'jVhen I Made an Unwise Purchase 38.03
98. A Conversation Between a Book and a Careless 36.80
Reader
99. Etching Glass 35.85
100. The Cost of Children's Books 35.85
(Explanation on page 31)
it Represents a repeated topic.
IV
Table V Shows the preference for written composition
topics as indicated by 103 pupils in gra^e six. The topi
are lasted from the largest to the lowest percentage of
choice
.
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Table VI shows the significance of the differences between
the topics most favored by the 94 girls. The preferred topics
of the girls were those which rated a preferred difference of
at least 10 per cent when compared to the same topics of the
boys. Critical ratios-^- were computed-x- for the 33 topics
which rated this difference. Nine topics are statistically
significant with critical ratios of 3.0 or above. They are:
(1) Making Valentines, (2) Something I Cooked, (3) An
Unexpected Call, (4) How to Weave, (5) Y/rite a letter inviting
a friend to a party, (5) How I Help at Home, (7) Write a
letter thanking a friend for a gift, (8) Falling in a Puddle,
and (9) A Birthday Surprise.
^ The critical ratios were computed by the following formula:
C.R. = Dlff. PI P2
S.E. Diff.
For the purposes of this study a critical ratio of 3.0
or better is considered statistically significant, the
chances being 997 in 1000 that this represents a true
difference.
'A.
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Table VII shows the significance of the differences
between the topics most favored by the 91 boys. The preferred
topics of the boys were those which rated a preferred differ-
ence of at least 10 per cent when compared to the same topics
of the girls. Of the 13 topics rating this difference, 10
(marked by asterisk) are statistically significant at or
above the 3.0 level of acceptance set for this study. They
are: (1) Making a Model Airplane, (2) How to Make a Model
Airplane, (3) If I Could Be a Pilot, (4) Facing a Wild
Animal, (5) How a Football is Made, (6) Kinds of Airplanes,
(7) Fighting a Forest Fire by Airplane, (8) How Indians Sent
Messages, (9) Wny Beavers Build Dams, and (10) Buffalo Bill,
the Pony Express Rider.
1
TABLE VIII
THE COMPARISON OF REL.ATIVE APPEAL OF DIFFERENT
TYPES OF COMPOSITION
S
S.E. of % Diff
.
C.R.
Humorous Situations 185 65 .035 3 3.9 .7692
Personal Experiences 185 62 .036 1 5.0 .2000
Imaginary Situations 185 61 .036 2 5.0 .4000
Emotionalized Titles 185 59 .036 2 5.0 .4000
Look Up and Tell 185 57 .036 1 5.0 .1961
Making and Doing Things 185 56 .037
Humorous Situation 185 65 .035 9 5.1 1.7647
Making and Doing Things 185 56 .037
Table VIII shows the critical ratio as found between the
difference of percentages when one assignment is considered in
relation to another.
* Difference is between the type of composition above
and the one below, such as:
1. Humorous Situations and Personal Experiences.
2. Personal Experiences and Imaginary Situations.
3. Imaginary Situations and Emotionalized Titles.
4. Emotionalized Titles and Look Up and Tell.
5. Look Up and Tell and Making and Doing Things.
None of the critica.1 ratios is statistically significant.
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Table IX shows the significance of the sex differences
for six types of compositions. Four critical ratios, those
for Humorous Situations, Personal Experiences, and Making
and Doing Things are best liked by the girls. Two types.
Imaginary Situations and Look Up and Tell, are best liked by
the boys. None of the critical ratios is statistically
significant. The chances range from 21 to 88 in 100 that
this is a true difference.

TABLE X
PREFERENCE IN BUSINESS AND FRIENDLY LETTERS
INDICATED BY 185 PUPILS IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX
Percentage
1, Write a letter thanking someone for
a gift.
65.62
2. Write to the Dept. of Agriculture,
Washington, D.C, asking for booklets
about birds, plants, insects, etc.
55.67
3. Write a letter inviting a friend to
a party.
54.00
4. Write to a life insurance company
asking for pamphlets about health.
48.79
Table X shows the preference in two types of letters,
two business letters and two friendly letters, as indicated
by 185 pupils in grades five and six. The letters are
arranged from the largest to the lowest percentage of choice.
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TABLE XI
PREFERENCES IN BUSINESS AND FRIENDLY LETTERS
INDICATED BY 91 BOYS IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX
Percentage
1. Write a letter thanking someone for 56.26
a gift.
2. Write to the Department of Agriculture, 53.19
Washington, D.C., asking for booklets
about birds, plants, etc.
3. Write a letter to an insurance company 50.31
asking for pamphlets about health.
4. Write a letter inviting a friend to a 41.32
party.
Table XI shows the preference in two types of letters
(two business letters and two friendly letters) as indicated
by 91 boys in grades five and six. The letters are arranged
from the largest to the lowest percentage of choice.
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TABLE XII
PREFERENCES IN BUSINESS AND FRIENDLY LETTERS
INDICATED BY 94 GIRLS IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX
Percent ap;e
1. Write a letter thanking someone for 74.68
a gift.
2. Write a letter inviting a friend to a 66.68
party.
3. Write to the Department of Agriculture 58.07
asking for booklets about birds, plants,
etc.
4. Write a letter to a life insurance 47,36
company asking for pamphlets about health.
Table XII shows the preference in two types of letters
(two business and two friendly) as indicated by 94 girls in
grades five and six. The letters are arranged from the
largest to the lowest percentage of choice.
r
TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF THE RELATIVE APPEAL OP
BUSINESS AND FRIENDLY LETTERS
Diff. S.E.
Type N. ^ S.E. of % Dlff . C.R.
Friendly Letter 185 60% .036 8 5.1 1.5686
Business Letter 185 b2% .037
Table XIII shows the significance of the difference in
appeal between friendly and business letters. The critical
ratio is 1.5686 in favor of the friendly letter. This is
not statistically significant. The chances are 88 in 100
that this represents a true difference.
r
TABLE XIV
SEX DIFFERENCES IN APPEAL OF FRIENDLY LETTERS
BETWEEN 91 BOYS AND 94 GIRLS IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX
2Ll i S.E,
Girls 94 11% .047
Boys 91 47^ .052
Diff. S.E.
S.E.^ of % Diff. C.R.
.002209 24. 7.0 3.4286
.002704
Table XIV shows the critical ratio (3.4286) as found
between the preferences of the 91 boys and the 94 girls for
friendly letters. This critical ratio, in favor of the
girls, is statistically significant.
1
TABLE XV
SEX DIFFERENCES IN APPEAL OF BUSINESS LETTERS BETWEEN
91 BOYS AND 94 GIRLS IN GRADES FIVE AND SIX
o Dlff. S,E.
ll i S.E. S.E. of % Dlff. C.R.
Girls 94 bZ% .051 .002601 1 7.3 .1370
Boys 91 b2% .052 .002704
Table XV shows the critical ratio as found between the
preferences of the 91 boys and 94 girls for business letters.
The critical ratio is .1370 in favor of the girls. The
chances are only 11 in 100 that this represents a true
difference.

CHAPTER V
SUMJIARY AND CONCLUSIONS

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY
This study was undertaken to determine the written
composition interests of children in grades five and six
suggested by five language series.
A questionnaire, consisting of 100 topics arranged
according to six types of compos it ions, was constructed for
the purpose of this Investigation.
The following are the findings obtained from this study:
1. The percentages for preferences of 185 pupils ranged
from 31.98 per cent to 83.36 per cent. There were 12 topics
that had a percentage of preference above 75 per cent. The
five most preferred topics were: (1) A Hallowe'en Joke,
(2) How I learned to Swim, (3) A Birthday Surprise, (4) No
More School on Wednesdays, and (5) If I had a Million Dollars.
1
The five least preferred topics were: (1) The Cost of
Children's Books, (2) Etching Glass, (3) A Complaint of a
Misused Book, (4) A Conversation Between a Book and a Careless
Reader, and (5) Canadian Fete of the Big Sheaf.
2. The percentages for preferences of 91 boys ranged
from 25.23 per cent to 86.79 per cent. There were 10 topics
with a per cent of preference above 75 per cent. The five
most preferred topics of boys were: (1) How Indians Sent
Messages, (2) Buffalo Bill, the Pony Express Rider, (3) No
More School on Wednesdays, (4) Welcoming New Pupils In Our
6
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School, and (5) If I Had a Million Dollars. The five least
preferred topics of boys were: (1) The Cost of Children's
Books, (2) A Complaint from a Misused Book, (5) How to Weave,
(4) Etching Glass, and (5) Something I Cooked.
5. The percentages for preferences of 94 girls ranged
from 30.81 per cent to 90.84 per cent. There were 16
topics with a per cent of preference above 75 per cent. The
five most preferred topics of girls were: (1) A Hallowe'en
Joke, (2) A Birthday Surprise, (3) How I Learned to Swim,
(4) My First Experience on Skates, and (5) A Joke on Me. The
five least preferred topics of girls were: (1) Etching Glass,
(2) How to Make a Model Airplane, (3) If I Could Be a Pilot,
(4) Kinds of Airplanes, and (5) Making a Model Airplane.
4. The percentages for preferences of 82 pupils in
grade five ranged from 27.50 per cent to 88.65 per cent.
There were 11 topics with a per cent of preference above
75 per cent. The five most preferred topics of pupils in
grade five were: (1) How I learned to Swim, (2) A Hallowe'en
Joke, (3) A Tricky Pony, (4) A Birthday Surprise, and (5) If
I Had a Million Dollars. The five least preferred topics of
pupils in grade five were: (1) Etching Glass, (2) The Cost
of Children's Books, (3) Getting Sunburned, (4) A Burnt
Supper, and (5) A Complaint from a Misused Book.
5. The percentages for preferences of 103 pupils in
grade six ranged from 35.85 per cent to 83.75 per cent.
There were 11 topics with a percent of preference above 75
per cent* The five most preferred topics of pupils in grade
1
six were: (1) Welcoming New Pupils in Our School, (2) A
Hallowe'en Joke, (3) A Trick I Taught My Dog, (4) Buffalo
Bill, the Pony Express Rider, and (5) A Tricky Pony. The
five least preferred topics of pupils in grade six were:
(1) The Cost of Children's Books, (2) Etching Glass, (3) A
Conversation Between a Book end a Careless Reader, (4) When I
Made an Unwise Purchase, and (5) A Complaint from a Misused
Book.
6. Significantly wide differences were found in 9 topics
best liked by girls. They were: (1) Making Valentines,
(2) Something I Cooked, (3) An Unexpected Call, (4) How to
Weave, (5) Write a letter inviting a friend to a party,
(6) How I Help at Home, (7) Write a letter thanking a friend
for a gift, (8) Falling in a Puddle, and (9) A Birthday
Surprise
.
7. Significantly wide differences were found in 10 topics
best liked by boys. They were: (1) Making a Model Airplane,
(2) How to Make a Model Airplane, (3) If I Could Be a Pilot,
(4) Facing a Wild Animal, (5) How a Football is Made,
(6) Kinds of Airplanes, (7) Fighting a Forest Fire by i^irplane,
(8) How Indians Sent Messages, (9) Why Beavers Build Dams,
and (10) Buffalo Bill, the Pony Express Rider.
8. No significant differences were found in appeal of
the six types of compositions,
9. No significant sex differences were found in appeal
of the six types of compositions.
10* The friendly letter, as a type of assignment, was
e
slightly more appealintr' than the business letter; however,
the critical ratio of 1,5686 is not statistically significant.
The chances of this being a true difference is 88 in ICO.
11. A significant sex difference, in favor of the girls,
was found in appeal of friendly letters as a type of assign-
ment. The critical ratio was 3.4286.
12. No significant sex differences in appeal of business
letters, as a type of assignment, were found. The critical
ratio, in favor of the girls, was 1.1370; the chances being
11 in 100 that this represents a true difference.
13. Pupils were fairly consistent in their preferences.
(Refer to tables I, II, III, IV, and V to observe percentages
of preferences for these repeated topics.)
11
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND TEACHINGr
In concluding, the investigator makes the following
siiggestions:
1. More studies, concerned with written composition
interests, are needed. At present, very fe-Ar such studies on
the elementary level have been made«
2. Since humorous situations, personal experiences, and
imaginary situations, are the preferred types of compositions,
according to the results of this study, research students
should further investigate the merits of said types. A
larger sampling on the present study might expound some
valuable information to aid Yirriters of children's textbooks.
3. Since humorous situations was the most preferred type
of composition for grades five and six in this study, it is
suggested that the teachers present a greater variety of
humorous situations in teaching written compositions. There
was a definite lack of topics pertaining to humor in the five
language series examined by the student of this investigation.
4. Since boys and girls do not share the same written
composition preferences, they should not be assigned the same
topics for ifTTitten composition assignments. Provisions for
varied assignments should be made in language books to direct
teachers v/ho fail to recognize the diverse written preferences
of boys and girls.
C
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5. Teachers should know the interests of their pupils
by encouraging them to relate their personal experiences
during informal classroom periods set aside for such a
purpose. Index cards can be used to record the topics related
under main interests. A classification of this sort, kept
over a period of a few years, would be a valuable asset to
any teacher or writer of children's textbooks.
f
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ARRANGED ACCORDIN 'jr TO IjMTEKEoT and lirji OF COM POS IT ION
1 • Something I Cooked Food 1 • Pers onal
Experience
o
C, • A Lucky Escape oai ety oc, • Emot ionalized
Title
•rO* An AtuacK Dy tne i rave J. or ^ . An Imaginary
Indians While Rail- Trans port at ion Situat ion
roau was cemg duxj-I/
A vvnat Denjainxn rranKxxn 1 nr 11
L
^ . AJuDK. up and
DeiieveQ ADouu innit i ei±
O • A Banquet for the birds cO . Humorous
Dirus o 1 Luab ion
•jcD • jDUiJ-Qing a r>ira nouse £5 ircLS D • MaKing anu
jjoing inings
rr
I • A iricK ± i augn b iviy An ima±s TX • r 6 rs una J.
iJOg .
p A oompxamL oi a Books Oc, . rjmot lonaj-izeu
Misused Book Title
Q iviy X/ D.O "ZO . fill UUei^ illiiX y
Situation
10 • The Cost of Chllaren's Books 4 . Look Up and
Books 1 e 1
1
11 • ihe i'unnlest Thing Camp ijlfe o
.
Humorous
that Ever Happened to Situation
Me at Camp
IS • How to Pop Corn Pood 6 • Making and
Doing Things
A Motion ricture i Advert is ements 1 . Pers onal
Liked ExDeriftnce
14. A Burnt Supper Food 2. Emotionalized
Title
15. If I Had a Million Thrift 3. Imaginary
Dollars Situation
16. Canadian Pete of Foreign 4. Look Up and
the Big Sheaf Countries Tell
17. Monkey Business at Animals 5. Humorous
the Zoo Situat ion
18. Etching Glass Art -Handwork 6. Making and
Doing Things
r
FORM A (continued)
19, A Strange Nest Birds 1. Personal
Experience
20. Welcoming New Pupils School 2. Emotionalized
in Our School Title
21. Why Beavers Build Animals 3. An Imaginary
Dams Situat ion
22. Meals on an Airliner Airplanes 4. Look up and
Tell
23. Father's Favorite Home 5. Humorous
Story Situation
24. How to Make a Beadmat Art -Handwork 6. Making and
Doing Things
25. Write to a life Business letter Letter
insurance company
ask5.ng for pamphlets
about health.
r
A LIST OF 56 IMPLIED INTERESTS SUGGESTED PROM 649 TOPICS
TAKEN FROM FIVE LANGUAGE SERIES
Implied Interests No. of Times Found
1. Personal Experiences 85
2. Lett ers 40
3. Animals 31
4. Miscellaneous 29
5. School 24
6. Home 23
7, Ethics 20
8. Books 18
9. Games and Soorts 18
10. How to Make Something 17
11. Safetv 17
12. i^dvert is ements 16
13
.
Astronomy 16
14. Communicat ion 16
15. Commercial Products 15
16. Airolanes 14
17. Famous Peocle 14
18. Birds 13
19. Colonial Life 13
20. Foreign Countries 12
21. Humorous Experiences 12
22. Myths 12
23. Thrift 11
24 Trips 11
26. Forestry 10
26. Health 9
27. Hobbies 9
28. Travel 9
29. Art 8
30. Camp Life 8
31. Weather 7
32. Famous Places 7
33. Food 7
34. Insects 7
35. Plants 6
36. Destructive Forces 5
37. Direct ions 5
38. Occupations 5
39. Adventure 4
40. Farms 4
41. Holidays 4
42. Mus ic 4
43. Birthdays 4
44. Ambitions 3
45. Children 3
46. Clothing 3
47. Clubs 2
€
Implied Interests No. of Times Pound
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
55.
54.
55.
56.
Community Workers
Toys
Contests
Historical Events
Inventions
News
Photography
Motion Pictures
Dramatics
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
649 Total
NOTE: No attempt was made to evaluate the interests
implied, because the frequency of topics, in the five series
checked, differed too greatly to warrant evaluation.
The chart which was made to select pertinent topics was
based on this list. See a cross section of the large chart
on page 67 of the appendix.
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